
Luxury Home Theater Design & Engineering

Seller of the World’s Largest 
Retractable Outdoor TV   
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ABOUT US

DVizion is a team of sales & tech experts from the world of cutting-edge Cinema, IT, and Audiovisual Technology. Led by founder 
John Cole, DVizion has built Digital Cinema home theaters on land & sea, for wealthy clients from Europe to Bel Air to the Bahamas.  
DVizion provides expert theater design & installation, and is proud to sell the unique luxury televisions made by C SEED, a high-end 
European electronics company. The C SEED 301 is the world’s largest outdoor TV, featuring a stunning 22 ft x 12 ft image and a remarkable 
electromechanical lift. It is the ultimate statement in ultra-high-end home entertainment.
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The Ultimate 
Viewing Experience



THE WORLD’S 
LARGEST 
RETRACTABLE 
OUTDOOR LED TV

Picture the impact of surprising your guests with a 
television that emerges from a hidden underground 
chamber, elegantly unfolds, & displays a gorgeous & 
seamless image, all in 45 seconds.  The C SEED TV is 
bright enough for daytime viewing, weatherproof, & 
rotates 270 degrees for optimal viewing angles. 
Powerful audio comes from the 12 high-fidelity 
speakers and 3 subwoofers below the image area. 
Transform any lawn or poolside into an outdoor 
viewing area with this striking combination of 
sleek design and stunning imagery.

22 ft wide x 12 ft high
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OUTDOOR TV02
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Elegant Outdoor 
Entertainment

4,500 nits brightness

• State-of-the-Art LED technology with High 

   Dynamic Range and Wide Color Gamut 

• Image quality that surpasses most Cinemas

• Black phase LED’s & high light output for daytime viewing

• Sleek & elegant electromechanical design and 

   impressive presentation

• Discreet and easy storage 
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OUTDOOR TV02

7 LED Panels Multimedia Server
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5 unfolding panels, 8 high-quality 

speakers below the image, 

1 subwoofer in vertical column.

Image size: 

10’ 6”w x 5’ 9”h (126”w x 69”h)

Pixel Spacing: 1.6mm

Refresh Rate: 100,000 Hz.

Contrast Ratio:  4,500:1

Brightness: 4,500 nits 

                    (1,300 foot lamberts) 

Color Depth: 48-bit (16 per color) 

                       = 281 trillion colors

Color Spectrum

The C SEED processes images up to 100,000 times 

per second, 500 times the refresh rate of a modern 

TV screen. 281 trillion colors on display create a 

smooth, flowing picture and unparalleled color depth.

7 unfolding panels, 12 high-quality 

speakers below the image, 

3 subwoofers in vertical column.

Image size: 

14’ 9”w x 7’ 10”h (176”w x 95”h)

Pixel Spacing: 1.9mm

Refresh Rate: 100,000 Hz.

Contrast Ratio:  4,500:1

Brightness: 4,500 nits 

                    (1,300 foot lamberts) 

Color Depth: 48-bit (16 per color) 

                       = 281 trillion colors
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OUTDOOR TV02

C SEED 201C SEED 144
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C SEED TV

HDTV



The new C SEED 301 is a masterpiece of engineering built from carbon 
fiber and titanium to create the world’s only 301 inch diagonal outdoor TV.

quality color, brightness, and image that produces a clear picture in 
direct sunshine. The robust design can withstand up to 30mph of wind 
before the TV automatically withdraws into its space-saving compartment.
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OUTDOOR TV02
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7 unfolding panels and a sound 

system with 6 broadband speakers 

plus 3 subwoofers.

Image size: 

22’w x 12'h (264”w x 144”h) 

Pixel Spacing: 1.6mm

Refresh Rate: 100,000 Hz.

Contrast Ratio:  4,500:1

Brightness: 4,500 nits 

                    (1,300 foot lamberts) 

Color Depth: 48-bit (16 per color) 

                       = 281 trillion colors

C SEED 301
22 ft wide x 12 ft high
Now in True 4K

Like the other C SEED models, this television also o�ers the highest 



The First Real 
Superyacht TV
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SUPERMARINE TV03
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The Supermarine models of the C SEED 301, 201 and 144 use a sophisticated combination of vertical & horizontal lifts, and a shallow
31” storage cavity, to economize space on and below deck. Crafted from marine-grade aluminum and steel, the materials perfectly 
match the design elements of contemporary superyachts. The TV’s exceptional luminosity, dynamic range, and contrast ratio 
produce an extraordinary image, even in the bright daylight of the Caribbean or Mediterranean. Distortion-free audio, even 
in high winds, comes from two high-quality broadband speakers and one subwoofer. 

C SEED’s Supermarine 301, 201 and 144 models provide the finishing touch to any yacht’s environment of exceptional luxury.
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SUPERMARINE TV03

C SEED 201
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SUPERMARINE TV03

Unique Entertainment
On Board
SUPERMARINE C SEED 301 HL, 201 HL & 144 HL

• Space-saving horizontal lift design with shallow storage area

• Rotate up to 180 degrees with radio remote control

• Optimum sound quality, even in high winds

• Crystal clear picture even in glaring daylight conditions

• Crafted from marine grade aluminum and steel, designed 

   for contemporary yachts

2 Broadband Speakers 
& 1 Subwoofer

ColorDepth

48bit

4,500 nits brightness
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Seven columns of seamlessly unfolding LED screens 

make up the 301 & 201 inch screen, while five columns 

create the 144 inch screen. Activated by remote control, 

the cover slides back to reveal the sleek television that 

reaches its full height within 15 seconds. Rotate up 

to 270° in any direction for optimal viewing angle.

OUTDOOR C SEED 301/201/144

The 301 inch, 201 inch and 144 inch screens retract into a 

shallow compartment, saving valuable space on and below

deck. The LED panels silently unfold within 45 seconds to 

showcase an exceptional screen that can withstand the 

high winds and sunny conditions on any yacht. Rotate 

up to 180° in any direction with a push of the button on 

the radio remote control. 

SUPERMARINE C SEED

ENGINEERED DESIGN04
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Schedule an AR 
Demonstration

PREVISUALIZATION05

DVIZION TECHNOLOGIES

Through our unique Augmented Reality app, we can 
track a point at your site, and be able to visualize the 
TV in real-time 3-D, on any iPad. Get a feel for the 
actual size of the C SEED by walking around the 
TV as it would be installed. See both unfolded and 
folded states, and how it seamlessly integrates into 
the design of your space. 

info@dviz.tv
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www.dviz.tv


